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’ . Distributor Val Ieitery and his driver
( 'T“EN mlles South of _Canb€rra on Rex Eades deliver product to the

, the M9narO H1ghWay> the Honeysuckle Creek facility. The
slgnpost p,OmtS to Tharwa‘ The parabolic antenna is in the
bitumen gives way to patches of Ilparkll PO81-U-On_

, gravel and winds through lush
1 grazing country. Cattle graze and

sheep are chest high in the green
sward which sweeps westward to I But the advent of the Space age
the mountam range- has resulted in Val Jeffery becom-

'4 The mad Sweeps past thg Lam lll1§it2d\S/thltles go\ilelreni1Ii1e2i1rtStobyrd1b:yon property—now famous as the ‘ M p
scene of the barbecue for L.B.J. — Outer Space and put 3 ma" on the
and heads towards a row of popl-ar moon-
gles Ingflglng g bank tn , To understand V-al’s importance
Urrlnn 1 gee lV@T WI ITS in the scheme of things one must

brid e and cluster of houses which ' ' '8 take the winding road which
Slllll‘ lll l'€SlCl€I'llS Of th "A quickly dgggngrateg |n[() 3 bush
Vlllag Of Th3TW?1- track in parts, west from Tharwa
Tharwa has 3 pggt Qfge, 3 into ll"l€ l11Olll"ll2lll'lS Of Th6 GFCZII

school, a store, two gasoline two gasoline pumps outside the Dividing Range-
pumps (both Caltex) and a Caltex store (15,000 gallons last year), Here in two ad-Oining valleys,

, Jdistributor--Val Jeffery. and he runs (the (llS§{lbLllZ(€"Sl(‘]llp, Separatgd from each other by
Val has been the Caltex di$1jfi- emdplfying ak river’ ex ' a es’ towering rocky hills, the Australian

butor in the area surrounding an W0 me S‘ Department of Supply, on behalf
Tharwa for the past 11 years. He Up to fairly recently, Val’s busi- of the _United States National
runs the store (everything from ness comprised the usual rural ac- Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
horseshoes to horse radish), as did counts in the valleys and hills tr-ation (N.A.S.A.), has built two
his father before him, he runs the surrounding Tharwa. of the world-wide network ol
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Val IeHery's truck is dwarfed by
the huge 85 ft. diameter parabolic
antenna at Orroral Valley. On the
right is one of the S.A.T.A.N.
antennae.

tracking stations necessary to the
furtherance of the space pro-
grammes.

Both of these stations, ()rroral
Valley and Honeysuckle Creek, are
about 3 500 feet above sea level.

The road, which is now being
sealed and improved, provides its
sh-are of dust in the summer
months and snow in the winter.

It is over the roads to the
tracking stations that Val and Rex
take product four times a week to
keep the stations operable.

The Australian and United
States Governments have entered
into a co-operative agreement to
facilitate the space ight operations
being conducted by the United
States under which Australia has
undertaken to establish and
operate a number of tracking
stations.

The Weapons Research Estab-
lishment is the responsible agency
within the Australian Department
of Supply for implementing Aus-
tralia’s commitment with regard to
the Australian stations.

As a matter of policy, Austra-
The road to Honeysuckle Creek lian industry is being encouraged

was gouged out of virgin bushland. to participate in these space-
Trees and granite boulders made tracking activities and the estab-

road-building difficult. The road is lighment at ()n~Qra1 Valley is 13¢-
snow-covered in winter, dusty in summer. ing Operated by E.M_I_ E]¢¢trOni¢S

¢.=:‘°°°l'Wv
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(Australia) Pty. Limited in associa-
tion with Hunting Engineering
(Australia) Pty. Limited and the
station at Honeysuckle Creek by
Standard Telephones and Cables
Pty. Limited.

Caltex holds contracts for
supply of product to both these
companies and Val Jeffery is the
man entrusted to get it there.

To understand the requirements
necessary to maintain a tracking
station one must rst learn a little
about their operation and siting.

To site a tracking station one
must rst establish that the area
in relation to other tracking sta-

geographically suitable. For in-
stance, the Honeysuckle Creek
complex has been erected in con-
nection with the manned ight to
the moon. It will work in collab-
oration with two similar stations,
also geared to the Apollo mission,
located approximately 120 degrees
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apart on the earth’s circumfer-

l {L ence, at Madrid in Spain, and ,

California in the U.S.A. r

The fleet of vehicles used to bring
N Xt re uimment is that“ the the siaftto and from Orroral Valley .

9 q
area is free from outside electrical are $91’Wced QT the 1'¢Y¢111iY and

0 erate on Caltex Astron.interference. P

Where it is necessary to screen
stations from extraneous sources
of electrical interference, such as
from nearby towns or cities, they
are sited in a bowl of hills.

Movement of motor vehicles is
usually restricted within a dened
radius of the station complex when
tracking operations are in progress.
To this end, red warning lights
ash and messages ordering motor
vehicle drivers to switch off en-
gines are broadcast during
tracking.

The tracking stations do not
utilise town electricity but rely for
all power on diesel operated Cater-
pillar alternator sets.

These banks of bright yellow
alternators are huge consumers of

l Caltex distillate.

i
The tracking stations are re-

i motely situated from normal places
of habitation. Because of this,

E
personnel have to commute daily
from Canberra, 40 miles by road.

.._uan~..t.~__.;..q“--9;;
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A eet of motor cars brings the
station staff to and from work

.
daily.

5
In the case of the Orroral Val-

ley facility, which is part of the
1 Space Tracking and Data Acquisi-
1 tion Network (S.T.A.D.A.N.), the
1

station is concerned with monitor-
1

ing and receiving signals from the
30-odd scientic satellites orbiting
the earth and sending back photo-
graphs and scientic data. The sta-

l tion has to be manned 24 hours
° a day. To achieve this, three shifts

are worked and the transport
vehicles are travelling from Can-
berra to the site almost around
the clock. Caltex supplies the
fuel and lubricants.

-~___Ann.A§__

Orroral Valley has been opera-
tional since May this year. Honey-

Engineers at work installing
electronic equipment at the m,,,,,,,,.,,,,...........

Honeysuckle Creek tracking
complex. These instruments will

play a vital part in the U.S.
programme to put men on the moon. _-
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suckle Creek is due to commence
operation in the near future.

The Orroral Valley station has
one 85 ft. parabolic antenna and
ve smaller antennae. The large
dish is used to track and pass
commands to satellites and to re-
ceive data transmitted from the.-"n.
Of the smaller antennae, three are
used to receive data and two to
transmit command functions to the
satellites.

Modern satellites have facilities
for recording and storing specic
data. Orroral Valley can lock on
to a satellite when it comes into
range, command the satellite to
transmit the recorded data, record
the data as it is transmitted, and,
just before the satellite passes out
of range, command it to switch
off again.

The data received can be trans-
mitted live to the Goddard Space
Flight Centre at Greenbelt. Mary-
land, over telephone links which
are routed through the NASCOM
facility at the Deakin telephone
exchange in Canberra. Teleprinter
links are also provided.

These lines are hired on a
permanent basis and form a vital
link between stations in the Can-

berra area and the world-wide net-
work of N.A.S.A. Alternators used to generate electric cated with Crater 2X uid.

power for the Honeysuckle Creek
facility. The generators run on

Caltex distillate, use Caltex Eades makes f0uT HIPS each Week
lubricants. to each station with product. In

Once a week, the Goddard
Centre, by teleprinter, sends sta-
tions their satellite schedules for

“Wag

at

The Mechanical Maintenance Co- the Week. Instructions include the
ordinator <1tOrrorcr1 Valley, Geoff type of satellite to be monitored,
Brazier, tests hydraulic oil for purity. the apprgximatg pgsitign to lggate
The board in the background is it and its Orbital path
used for contamination monitoring.

The data acquired will either be
sent back in “real time” (as re-
ceived), by teleprinter, or recorded
on magnetic tape and the tapes
own by aircraft to the U.S.A.

The latter method stipulates yet
another requirement for the siting
of a tracking station. It should
be, preferably, close to an airport
to enable the rapid despatch of
tapes.

Orroral Valley, each month, re-
quires 21,000 gallons of distillate
for its power alternators and 4,000
gallons of Astron gasoline for its
vehicles.

The antennae operate hydraulic-
ally and Caltex supplies the hyd-
raulic oils.

The gear boxes for the antennae
use Regal A (R. & O.) and the
main bearings, Caltex Uni-Temp
Grease with Caltex Multi-Purpose
No. 2, for general lubrication.
The cog teeth of the giant 85 ft.

Topping up one of the Caterpillar diameter dish antenna are lubri-

Val Jeffery or his driver Rex
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winter, when snow lies heavily on
the mountains he sets o? at 4.30
a.m. while the frost keeps the snow --5'"!

frozen solid. In the worst of the
winter weather he can only haul
half loads to the stations.

Orroral Valley was once a sheep
grazing property and is set in a
rural valley. The click of the
shears has now given way to the
blip of the spheres.

Honeysuckle Creek, on the
other hand, is located in rough
mountainous country with huge
granite outcrops and eucalypt-clad
peaks towering over the antenna.

Project Apollo, of which Honey-
suckle Creek will be a prime sta- '

tion, is the biggest and most com-
plex project of the United States
manned space ight programme.
Its goal is to land American astro-
nauts on the moon and return
them safely to earth.

The tracking station at Honey-
suckle Creek will be manned and
operated continuously while such
activities are in progress. Al-
though, during “off” missions
periods, the staff may normally
lead a 9 to 5 existence, during
missions they will be required to
be either operating or standing by
their equipment. The station is
equipped with sleeping accom-
modation for rest occasions.

Under the agreements between
the Commonwealth Department of
Supply and the Australian con-
tractors, the Department appoints
a Director to each station. The
Australian contractors, E.M.I. and
S.T.C., are responsible to the De-
partment for operating and main-
taining the facility.

A remarkable picture of the
Mediterranean area taken by sat-

ellite and transmitted to
earth. In the top left-hand corner

of the picture can be seen A

the "boot" of Italy and Sicily. The
streak down the bottom right
hand side of the picture is the

Red Sea. The white areas
on the lm are cloud formations.
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